Effect of stress ratio on the fatigue behaviour of compact bone.
During the fatigue process of bone, cracks generally initiate from the inherent defects existing in the bone. The fatigue lives of bone specimens at different stress levels as well as at different stress ratios R were evaluated using a computer simulation in which the crack propagation behaviour initiated from the inherent defects in the bone are herein considered. The S-N curves as well as the distributions of fatigue lives obtained by the simulations accurately conform with the experimental results. With the strain threshold epsilon(max) representing fatigue failure of the bone specimen, the values of 1500 microepsilon for R = -1, 2500 microepsilon for R = 0.1 and 4000 microepsilon for R = 10 were extrapolated from the simulations. These values conform with experimental values reported in the literature. Such conformity indicates that the strain threshold for fatigue failure is associated with the threshold value for crack propagation.